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Abstract
Skin detection is a crucial pre-processing step for finding human faces in images. The challenging task is to find a reliable, yet efficient method for detection of skin region(s). In this paper, we proposed a new, simple and efficient method for skin detection based on image segmentation of different color spaces, and simple clustering technique (K-means) for clustering similar pixels on an image. Three K-means implementations are used: a) two components from two different color spaces (Hue, Cr, Cb), b) positions of pixels on an image and c) rough estimation of skin pixels obtained from skin-color based detection. Our approach showed promising results on human images from different ethnicities, with simple background and high illumination. The computational cost of the method has been very low, since no training data is required. Results indicate that the method is suitable as a pre-processing step for some supervised method for advanced human skin segmentation and detection.
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I. Introduction
A reliable and efficient human skin detection has been the first necessary step in many image processing applications, such as face detection and tracking, gesture analysis, content-based image retrieval systems, de-identification, privacy-protection and other human computer interaction domains. In recent years, numerous skin detection methods have been presented in literature. They vary from methods based on manipulation of color-space channels to more sophisticated statistical modeling and machine learning methods. The former have been the most common methods in literature, and they are in general considered as computationally effective. The common steps in a skin detection algorithm usually include transformation of skin pixels into an appropriate color space and classification through labeling of skin pixels into skin and non-skin pixels (skin classifier). The common problem has usually been high false skin detection, which must be corrected with some additional method(s). The latter methods required a pre-processing step for training a binary classification system, and have one major drawback: the classifier performance highly depends on the size of a training set. Thus, the existing solutions usually make a trade-off between precision and computational complexity.

Detection of human skin has been a challenging task because many factors affect skin appearance in images [1] [2]. These factors include illumination, camera characteristics, ethnicity, individual characteristics, background characteristics, etc. There are three main problems when designing a method based on skin color as a feature. These are: what color space to choose? how to model skin and non-skin pixel distribution? and how to classify the modeled distribution? This paper attempts to provide answers to all three problems. There are several color spaces with different properties in literature. The most popular color spaces are RGB, Normalized RGB, HSV, TSL and YCrCb [3]. The RGB color space is the default color space for the most image formats, while other color spaces can be obtained with linear and non-linear transformation of RGB color space. The choice of color space significantly influences modeling efficiency of the skin-color distribution. The goal of skin modeling is to build a decision rule in order to classify skin and non-skin pixels. There have been several modeling choices: explicitly defined skin region (a number of rules), non-parametric (histogram-based), parametric (Gaussian, Elliptic boundary model) and dynamic skin distribution (used for face tracking). A comprehensive survey of skin modeling distributions has been published in [2], [4].

In this paper, a new region-based method for skin detection based on skin-color information has been presented. The primary steps for skin detection in our method include (1) combining two color spaces, HSV and YCrCb, to represent image pixels, (2) using histogram-based modeling with new approach for defining threshold value and (3) using K-means clustering for unsupervised classification with new data set for pre-processing. K-means clustering [5] is unsupervised, non-deterministic technique for generating a number of disjoint and flat (non-hierarchical) clusters. It is used to cluster similar pixels with an equal cardinality constraint. Special dataset consisting of three input features has been defined for clustering image pixels into three clusters: background, foreground and skin pixels.

Our method is simple and fast when compared to the existing state-of-the-art segmentation methods for skin detection. It has low computational cost, since it does not require pre-processing of large training dataset. The experimental results showed that changes in illumination conditions and viewing environment do not affect quality of skin detection. Results also indicated that the method has no limitation on choice of ethnicity. On complex backgrounds, the method detected objects with similar color as skin, thus some improvements are necessary for distinguishing background objects with similar colors. The method produced better results for images with high level of skin area, while on images with many small regions (i.e. multiple humans on a image) the results are modest. However, the method is suitable as a pre-processing step for some sophisticated supervised method.

The paper is organized as follows: related work on skin detection using image processing is briefly reviewed in Section II. In Section III, we proposed a new method for skin detection. Implementation and experimental results have been presented in Section IV, and in Section V we concluded the paper with some remarks.
II. Related Work

Three comprehensive surveys of skin-color modeling and detection methods have been presented by Kakumanu et al. [2], Mitra et al. [6] and Vezhnevets et al. [4]. The process of skin detection usually consists of three steps: transformation of image pixels into an appropriate color space, selection of appropriate distribution and classification of skin or non-skin pixels by some classifier with some labeling procedure. Existing solutions have usually been making a trade-off between precision and computational complexity. The latter is usually extensive in supervised methods, where it is advisable to process a compressive training data set. This has been negatively affecting the execution time, even though it has been shown that the accuracy of the algorithm is enhanced. An example has been given in Jones and Rehg [7], who used the Bayesian decision rule with a 3-D RGB histogram model built from 2 billion pixels collected from 18696 web images to perform skin detection. Methods [8], [9] and [10] used fixed range values for color space, however the drawback was high false skin condition in cases with wide variety of skin colors from different ethnicities, high illumination or complex background. Other approaches include the use of luminance invariant colors spaces [11], [12], neural networks [13], Bayesian classifiers [14] and random forest [15].

It is challenging to compare skin detection methods precisely and fairly, since there is no available standard nor unified dataset. Different methods either use different existing datasets or some self-generated datasets, which are not publicly available. One problem of existing datasets has been the exact definition of skin pixel (i.e. can human lip be considered as skin pixel?), which has not been determined identically among different datasets and authors [16]. The other problem has been related to ground truth images, which are often inaccurate due to human error or semi-automatic procedure. The effect is misinterpretation of results.

III. Our method

Fig. 1 shows the proposed method for skin detection. First, an image is segmented to detect relevant information (Step 1). Second, background pixels with defined threshold are removed (Step 2). Third, skin pixels are detected (Step 3) with two color spaces (HSV and YCrCb). This step provided rough estimation of skin pixels, thus a new refinement stage was necessary. A new dataset was defined (Step 4) in order to cluster pixels on an image. In the Step 5, pixels were clustered into three clusters: background, foreground and skin pixels with unsupervised K-means clustering.

III-A. Image segmentation

Image segmentation is usually the first step in image analysis and pattern recognition. There are several methods to perform image segmentation including thresholding, clustering, transform and texture methods [17] [18] [19]. The simplest approach to segment an image is histogram-based thresholding, which we also used. The method assumes that an image is composed of different colors or gray regions. The first step was conversion of pixel values from RGB into gray scale. The pixels are partitioned depending on their intensity values and results should reveal two peaks, corresponding to background and foreground object(s). Histogram-based thresholding consists of setting intensity values - threshold (η), which separates background from the object(s) of interest.

In the Step 1 (Fig. 1), we determined a new threshold value η (Eq. 1) with Otsu's image thresholding method [17] [20] and maximum color frequency of histogram h(x, y). The results are shown in Fig. 2. A red line on both graphs represents the threshold η. This value is calculated based on two values: (1) \( T_{Otsu} \) (green point 'o'), which is the threshold provided by Otsu's method, and (2) \( T_{max} \) (blue point 'o'), which is the maximum point of color frequency on histogram h(x, y).

\[
\eta = \begin{cases} 
\text{round}(\frac{T_{Otsu} + T_{max}}{2}), & \text{if } T_{max} \leq 10 \\
\text{round}(\frac{4T_{Otsu} + T_{max}}{5}), & \text{if } T_{max} > 10 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

When \( T_{max} \leq 220 \) (Fig. 2a), the image I is converted from the histogram h(x, y) to a binary image g(x, y) using Eq. 2, otherwise we use Eq. 3 (Fig. 2b).

\[
g(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } h(x, y) \leq \eta \\
1, & \text{if } h(x, y) > \eta 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

\[
g(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } h(x, y) \geq \eta \\
1, & \text{if } h(x, y) < \eta 
\end{cases}
\]  

(3)

In the Step 2 (Fig. 1), background pixels are removed from the original image I based on information from the
Frequency
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(a) Background is on the left side from the red line, and foreground is on the right.

Threshold: 194

(b) Foreground is on the left side from the red line, and background is on the right.

Fig. 2. The process of determining threshold \( \eta \).

binary image \( g(x, y) \). This operation is executed for each color component of an image (Eq. 4).

\[
\hat{I}(R, G, B) = \begin{cases} 
(0, 0, 0), & \text{if } g(x, y) = 0 \\
(I_{R(x,y)}, I_{G(x,y)}, I_{B(x,y)}), & \text{if } g(x, y) = 1 
\end{cases}
\]

III-B. Skin detection

RGB color space [21] is considered as the default color space for the most image formats, since it is more sensitive to different light conditions. However, better results for skin color classification might be achieved with other types of color spaces, for instance HSV and YCrCb color spaces. These color spaces are less sensitive to light conditions. Hue-saturation based color spaces describe color with intuitive values on the basis of artist’s idea of tint, saturation and tone. Hue defines the dominant color of an area, while saturation measures the colorfulness of an area in proportion to its brightness. Hue has an interesting property: it is invariant to highlights at white light sources. YCrCb color space represents color with luma (luminance, nonlinear RGB transformation) and two color difference values Cr and Cb formed by subtracting luma from RGB red and blue components [4].

In the Step 3 (Fig. 1), we first converted an image from RGB to HSV color space. Then, we calculated Cr and Cb components with Eq. 5.

\[
\begin{align*}
Cr_{x,y} &= 0.439 \times \hat{I}_{R(x,y)} - 0.368 \times \hat{I}_{G(x,y)} - 0.071 \times \hat{I}_{B(x,y)} + 128 \\
Cb_{x,y} &= 0.148 \times \hat{I}_{R(x,y)} - 0.291 \times \hat{I}_{G(x,y)} + 0.439 \times \hat{I}_{B(x,y)} + 128
\end{align*}
\]

Potential skin color pixels are selected with Eq. 6.

\[
Skin_{x,y} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } Cr_{x,y} \geq 140 \text{ and } Cb_{x,y} \leq 160 \\
1, & \text{if } Cb_{x,y} \geq 140 \text{ and } Cb_{x,y} \geq 170 \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The final result of the Step 3 is an image \( I' \). This image has been formed from \( Skin_{x,y} \) by converting pixel values "1" into value "255", while "0" values are unchanged.

III-C. Input Features

In the Step 4, we defined special dataset made of input features in order to cluster pixels on an image. This dataset contains (1) some components of two color spaces (Hue, Cr, Cb), (2) positions of pixels on the image \((x_p, y_p)\) and (3) rough estimation of skin pixels \((I')\) obtained from the Step 3. Since all information is contained in a matrix, we converted all six aforementioned components (Cr, Cb, Hue, \(X_p\), \(Y_p\) and \(I'\)) into appropriate vectors. The result is a new dataset with six columns and \(N \times M\) rows, where \(N\) is a number of rows and \(M\) is a number of columns in a matrix.

III-D. K-means Clustering

K-means clustering is a simple method which uses distance measure for grouping data into \(K\) pre-defined number of groups (clusters). In our case, image pixels are clustered into three clusters: background, foreground and skin pixels. We used square Euclidean measure as a distance. Skin pixels defined in the Step 3 determine which clusters represents skin (in our case, white color represents skin on clustered image).

IV. Implementation and Results

IV-A. Implementation

Our method has been implemented in MATLAB version 7.11.0 (R2010b) with Image Processing Toolbox. The image processing was performed on Intel Core2 2.80 GHz CPU with 8GB of RAM.

The effectiveness of our method has been verified on a data collection selected from the Pratheepan dataset. The Pratheepan dataset consists of a set of images downloaded randomly from Google. This approach allows convenient verification and comparison with similar methods.

IV-B. Results

Detection capabilities of our method are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, and a quantitative analysis on the Pratheepan dataset is presented in Table I. The accuracy is a score that uses the sum of sensitivity (true positive - skin pixels) and specificity (true negative - non skin pixels). F-score is calculated using measure of precision and recall. Column Avg provides average value for all images in two sets: Face (Fig. 3) and Family Photos (Fig. 4).

\(\text{The dataset is available at http://www.cs-chan.com/downloads_skin_dataset.html}\)
The method shows promising results on human images from different ethnicities, with simple background and high illumination. The results on images with high level of skin area are better than on images with low level of skin. However, on some complex backgrounds (Fig. 4: image 3, 6 and 7) the method detects objects with similar color as skin even though it is not skin. Some improvements are necessary for detection of multiple humans on an image or for smaller areas of skin pixels. It has low computational cost when compared to supervised methods, since it does not require any training stage.

Table I shows that proposed method has acceptable score when compared to [1]. The method has better results for the Face Photos, while the Family Photos results are modest. In that case, the method has very small error (Specificity is 0.95).

### V. Conclusion

In this paper, a new region-based skin detection method based on image color segmentation with histogram and K-means clustering has been presented. An image was segmented with histogram based data from gray scale image and a new image without background pixels was created. Two different color spaces were used for skin color detection. The components of these color spaces were used to create a new dataset to cluster pixels on an image with simple K-means clustering.

The proposed method was tested on Face and Family photos from the Pratheepan dataset. The images were selected based on different conditions, such as ethnicity, background and illumination. The method is suitable for skin detection and has low computational cost. The results indicated that the method detects skin color with reasonable accuracy and it is suitable for image pre-processing. The future work will focus on better detection of multiple humans and smaller areas of skin pixels on an image.
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Fig. 3. Detection capabilities of our method with single human on an image and simple background: (1) original images, (2) histogram with threshold, (3) image with removed background pixels, (4) detected skin pixels and (5) clustered skin color detection.
Fig. 4. Detection capabilities of our method with multiple humans on an image and complex background: (1) original images, (2) histogram with threshold, (3) image with removed background pixels, (4) detected skin pixels and (5) clustered skin color detection.